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STAGS AND HENS is a comedy about tribes – who are the leaders, who are the followers and what happens when someone challenges the collective truths that we all agree to believe so that the tribe can function. The play is set in 1978 and that is a long time ago.

I’m old enough to remember the 70’s but to the students who are working on STAGS AND HENS the whole period is a foreign country. It was a time when uninhibited, unprotected, seemingly incessant sexual activity was the fashion and alcohol and drugs were the fashionable accessories. Yes, yes, I know sex and drugs are still with us but in the late 70’s AIDS was still unknown and we hadn’t yet been told to “just say no” to anything. Economic uncertainty intensified the desire to escape a bleak reality; the out-of-control hedonism of the time made possible by the sexual revolution of the 60’s was set to a disco beat and everyone who could went out for a night on the town. We’ve spent some of our rehearsal time discussing the culture and the actors have done a lot of research so they can understand the characters they are depicting. Some of it was fun (“Did they really dress like that?”), some of it not so much (there are some pretty disgusting pictures of public bathrooms on the internet).

Of course, in STAGS AND HENS we are literally in a foreign country – England. This is not the fashionable England of THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST but North Country Liverpool. Here the natives don’t speak with the plummy accent of Lady Bracknell but in Scouse, the working class dialect made famous by Liverpool’s most famous sons, the Beatles. The dialect is in fact so thick that I’ve included a glossary of terms (compiled by our assistant director) that the actors have spent weeks learning so you can have a real feel of the place – it’s not as easy as they make it look.

The designers are also working hard to take us to a place we don’t often see onstage – the men’s and women’s bathrooms of a seedy nightclub. The detailed, multilevel set coupled with evocative lighting and period props make this one beautifully filthy location. (That’s not a sentence you write every day.) And of course nothing sets the period with more accuracy than the omnipresent disco music that our sound designer has chosen unless it’s the wonderful clothing provided by our faculty costume designer Sandy Childers (my first chance to work with her as a designer!). Add in all those on the production team listed in the program as well as new technical director Scott Wirtz-Olsen (who has to provide running water, among other things) and you have a lot of people working together to bring you the first show of the Theatre and Dance Department’s 2013-2014 season.

We hope you have a bloody great time!
A Few Definitions of Scouse (the Liverpool Dialect)

Gobshite - person who talks a lot but has nothing to say, shite comes out of their gob

Babycham - fizzy variant of Perry, comparable to champagne

Dozy - stupid or slow

Look-in - a chance to be chosen or participate

Docker - a worker at the Liverpool docks, stereotypically vulgar

Sunday League - pub leagues, players are of lower skill usually

Jar - glass of beer, usually a pint

“Peel an orange in your pocket” - selfish, unlikely to share with others

Humpety - annoying, irritating

Can’t be arsed - can’t be bothered, unwilling to give effort

Might be a gold clock - you might get lucky, as in your clock might be actual gold

One over the eight - the drink that makes someone drunk, puts you over the top

Black Velvet - stout beer mixed with champagne

Bevvy - beer

Taking the piss - mock, tease, etc.

Narked - annoyed, ill tempered

No-mark - someone with no ambition, no job, no friends but thinks they’re more important than they actually are

“Do a bunk” - make a run for it

Tarra - goodbye

Piss artist - a person who brags and gets drunk frequently

Pufter - derogatory slang for a gay person
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